How to use BOGO Promotions Tool
In Retail Pro Version 8
Promotions are a great tool to generate business. In Retail Pro Version 8 there are a few
options for Promotions through the Promotion Tool. Here, we will discuss the BOGO tool.
The Promotions module is included as core with most recent versions of Retail Pro, although it
requires a separate installation. Details for installation and how to use this tool in its entirety can be found
at (http://www.bighairydog.com/vip/files/v8_promotions.pdf). BHD strongly recommends you test this
module out in a lab environment before deploying in production. For more information, or to schedule a
technical appointment to set up this utility please contact our service department at
service@bighairydog.com or 916-368-1070.

1. Open up the RPROPROM.EXE Tool.
This is located in the Retail8\Rpro or Retail\Rpro folder.
2. Then go to Preferences on the side menu.

3. Then check the box next to Apply BOGO discounting to lowest priced item. Then Save.
4. Next, go to Buy One / Get One

5. Choose either Add Global or Add DCS from the side menu.

a. Add Global is a discount on specific items of your choosing.
You can select the items one by one or use the filter button on the bottom
left to find the items you want to add.

b. The Add DCS is for doing entire departments, classes or subclass BOGO’s.

6. In both areas we have options for the name, start and expire date and the specific stores
that can be assigned the BOGO.
a. You will need to add a Buy Qty. How many a customer must buy to activate the
BOGO.
b. Then add a Get Qty. This determines how many items will receive the discount.
c. The Discount % field is the % off the BOGO item receives.
d. The Total Qty is the number of items on the receipt when the BOGO is applied.
- So if we have a Buy Qty of 2, a Get Qty of 1 and a Discount % of 100 for Item # 9999,
then we can ring up 3 of item # 9999 on a receipt and it will charge the customer for 2
items and give 100% discount on the third.
Once we have all those options setup we are ready to do BOGOs in Retail Pro!

